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Find out the secrets the Israelis have gleaned from years of prevailing in hostile territory. For educational
study only. Israeli self-defense and small arms expert Eugene Sockut presents hard-learned survival
strategies, including adopting the proper mind-set, using "scorching" and "chilly" weapons, securing your
home and surviving a riot.
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Entertaining and Educational There are two "will need to have" books I would recommend to anyone
wanting to buy and keep a gun for self-defense: Secrets Of Street Survival-Israeli Style: Staying Alive In
A Civilian War Zone, by Eugene Sockut, and In the Gravest Extreme, by Massad Ayoob. Both are normal
sense guides to people who would like to protect themselves and their families in difficult occasions.When
Hurricane Andrew ravaged the South in 1992, the police were stretched to the limit and people suddenly
discovered themselves reponsible for defending themselves and their homes and households from the sub-
human predators that emerge in the aftermath of such tragedies. Fortunately, in our country stuff are no
therefore violent, but there is an increasing dangers of facing violence any day. And Sockut did address the
broader issues around prevention, prediction and the aftermath of violence, but as well cursorily, I thought.
How do you shield yourselves until order is definitely restored? They are ready to use countervailing force
as essential to defend themselves. Was supposed to be a present for my son but it wasn't quite what I
had hoped for. His perspective is usually one that most Americans won't understand, though in coming years
many may understand all too well.. Limited to only a knife? Sockut lets you know the type to carry and how
to utilize it, showing all of the arteries and tendons and explaining exactly what will happen when they're
sliced. Worst Case Scenario Sockut covers a wide range of subjects;People who think only the authorities
should protect them may learn some points they'd rather not know, the to begin which is their philosophy

of existence is dead wrong. Irrespective, I feel that it offers pithy, relevant, and important knowledge to
greatly help us in harmful times. Don't ever rely just on the authorities and do not be as well quick to
escalate a bad scenario.The book isn't designed to scare; it's intended to strip away the veneer created by
society that all is well and that authorities alone can adequately shield you from the criminals. Thanks! Out-
freaking-standing! If you ever need to battle radical muslims this is exactly what you should read Five
Stars important info in a dangerous world Awesome book Amazing book.Lt. Col. He really knows his stuff!
Sheep are regular, productive, regulation abiding citizens without convenience of violence. This reserve helps
civilians and professionals increase their threat consciousness and build the tools essential to survive. Wolves
are, of program, the dregs of culture who prey upon the ignorant sheep. Although not applicable to most
situations in the U. How do you maintain yourself from being a target of other peoples' aggression? In this
amazing book, Sockut has created the sheepdog's survival manual. One we'd rather not use, but clearly have
to know about.Eugene Sockut offers spent much of his adult lifestyle teaching the Israelis how to combat
terror and get. For the most part they'd rather not know that such dangers exist. The various vignettes
give apparent and shocking insight into the mind of terrorists. I especially just like the section on surviving
during a riot. in perfect condition. It generally does not quite advocate killing first then requesting
questions later but it comes a little bit closer than prudent for my flavor.Many of the case research involve
settlers in the occupied territories and also Device 101 and the Israeli Paratrooper Brigade covering the
exploits of Ariel Sharon, Schlomo Baum and Eugene Sockut. When you are somewhere where you can't
defend yourself, even though you're armed, you probably shouldn't be now there.Lawrence KaneAuthor of
Surviving Armed Assaults, JUST HOW of Kata, and Martial Arts Instruction Educational and interesting
This book is educational and gave me good insight into the realities of surviving in Israel from the Author's
perspective.Although written in 1995, it might use an update to cover events since 9/11. Actually, a whole
lot of this would be impractical. However, the mindset and dedication presented are very good and could
potentially be useful for someone who lives in a high crime region. Finally, Sockut lectures his readers on the
state of awareness and when to raise it and the results of not doing so. mind-set, "cold" weapons, "hot"
weapons, vehicle defense, house defense, riots, etc. For me personally, an additional value comes from

learning some protection measures that they should consider everyday, the need of a permanent high level
awareness, and the "new" tricks that they face all over the place.. Sheepdogs protect the various other
sheep in addition to themselves from the wolves.S., it can give insight right into a most severe case
scenario. Visitors should address it as an awareness building academic study more than as a how to manual.



I question that a lot of this material is actually applicable for most of the united states. Yes, it really is a
warning call for all us. As I method saying earlier."Great book on how to survive in a civilian war zone for
those interested in survival, self-defense, conflict in the Middle East, Israli history, etc...In American
society, a person can get away carrying just one gun for some situations, but in the urban war zone of
Jerusalem and the Palestinian areas, Sockut carries two and he lets you know how and just why, harking
back to America's old West.. A vivid and incredibly realistic description of road survival I like very much what
sort of author describe what need to be done to be able to survive in a civilian war situation.They are not
the occasions to learn, but to place into practice what you ought to have already mastered. It isn't the
first publication I'd have bought. It's not that the "street safety" take-aways weren't useful;. My
impression may be the updated edition would start with the term;00 worth of book. A whole lot of insight
into what it us like living with the threat of terrorism every time. I like the heavy focus on awareness.My
just complaint about this book is that it's a bit more militaristic than currently required. Thanks The Item
arrived YEARS BACK promptly, as advertised, in perfect condition. After that, you begin to learn what evil
folks are able of and how to deal with them. Different Wife hates it.Eugene Sockut offers sound tips on
living armed within an urban war zone, covering weapon selection and make use of. Let's all hope and pray
that it doesn't, but I for just one would rather prepare yourself and never utilize it after that oblivious

and lifeless. Dave Grossman wrote there are three kinds of people in the world: sheep, wolves, and
sheepdogs. living in an active conflict zone want Israel where civilians routinely arm themselves Really
depends on why you want it. Israeli case is, almost, the extreme scenario, nonetheless it is quite very
instructive. Perhaps it would be helpful for armed civilians with zero training, living in an active conflict zone
like Israel where civilians routinely arm themselves, but where generally there are cops and military and rule
of legislation to fall back on. And if you want to prep for it all hitting the enthusiast after the grid goes
down, you will most probably want much deeper tactical understanding when, unlike in Israel, no cops are
ever going to show up. Insightful Great book! It isn't too useful in places like the States where, even if
you are allowed to carry a weapon, you can't just shoot first and ask questions afterwards.Eugene Sockut
explains stuff predicated on his own experiences, done well interviews, or violence acts descriptions. they
were. What are your rights as a homeowner? I think a reserve that focuses a lot more on violence
precursors, situational consciousness, scaling your response to the risk, and understanding the psychology
underlying violence would be a lot more useful in a place like the US. Despite having that, the basic lessons
could be condensed to a powerpoint display and do not really need $30. teaches zionism and survival I
believe Zionism is evil, but this is a very good self defense manual. While it might seem that this materials is
only relevant in certain UNDER-DEVELOPED countries, it's only a matter of time before the global war on
terror eventually ends up back here.
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